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disk array. In our current research, we are focusing on a statistical and deterministic
service for the retrieval of variable bit rate (VBR) video streams from the disk array.
Providing guaranteed service requires resource reservation at the disk array. For con-
stant bit rate video streams, we can achieve a high utilization of the disk array
resources. However, reservation of resources for VBR video based on the peak rate
leads to low utilization of resources. We are developing schemes to increase the utili-
zation of disk resources for VBR video based on multiple buffer management to sup

port delay jitter. This will introduce adelay jitter QoS dimension to the heterogeneous
QoS suite of a video server.
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                                 Figure 9: Parallel Disk Array Simulation
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have also showed the advantages of using scalable video based on the proposed data
placement strategy. We have also presented a framework for admission control in a
video server based on this new data placement strategy. The complexity of the admis-
sion control was shown to be reduced to that of a single disk system, even for parallel
array of disks. Simulations are being to test the video storage unit design presented
here using discrete event simulation [10]. In our simulation (figure 9), we model each
disk in a disk array with specific disk characteristics to test our simplified approxima-
tions. The simulations are based on actual trace data for three layer scalable MPEG2
video coding. Based on poisson arrival statistics of clients and simple interactivity
request models, we are testing utilization and interactivity performance of our multiple
segmentation data placement strategy for independent parallel disk arrays. Future
plans include implementation of the video storage unit design into the video server for
the Columbia campus-wide Video On Demand testbed.

   For guaranteed delivery of video streams from the video server, we can deterministic
or statistical service. In general, statistical service achieves higher utilization of the
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given layer, as shown in figure 7. Using method 1, we see that if one segment is not
retrieved, all frames of a gof will be affected. Method 2 is clearly a better option. Fur-
thermore, based on method 2, we may group together frames of the same type (I, P, B)
before segmentation. In this way, we assign the highest priority to segments containing
I frames, intermediate priority to segments containing P frames, and the lowest priority
to segments containing B frames. Segmentation does not occur exactly at frame
boundaries.    Each segment has an associated priority, and the priorities can be used in
the video server scheduler to selectively drop segments to achievegraceful degrada-
tion in the case of congestion. In addition, further granularity in interactive scan func-
tions can be easily achieved by skipping B and/or P frames. In many real time
applications or near real time applications for which fast responses are critical, lower
layers may be segmented with a higher level (method 3, figure 7) so that lower layers
can be retrieved with shorter delays for a high degree of interactivity. This can be used
for progressive retrieval in which lower layers are displayed before full resolution lay-
ers are fully retrieved (figure 8).

4.5 Admission Control Framework Based on Multiple Segmentation.

Given the multiple segmentation placement strategy presented above, we develop an
admission control framework for the video server. It was shown that each incoming
video stream can be decomposed into a number ofcomponent video streams. Higher
segmentation levels require more component video streams for a single video stream.
Admission control at the video server is an operation at the call establishment level for
a video stream request at a video server. Given an incoming request with a specific
QoS requirement, the admission control must decide to accept or reject the call. The
policy has to determine if the request can be serviced by the video server while main-
taining heterogeneous QoS requirements of all video streams already connected to the
video server. The challenge is to maximize the utilization of the video server resources
while ensuring heterogeneous QoS requirements of connected video streams. For a
parallel array of Nd disks, we define Nd component video stream sets (CVSS). All
component streams in a given CVSS retrieve video data from the same single disk dur-
ing a given cycle. The component video streams in a CVSS are said to be connected to
the samelogical disk. The CVSS simplification provides a strategy for admission con-
trol in the video server. In the video server, we maintain a single CVSS admission con-
trol table. For each incoming video stream, we update the corresponding CVSS entries
accordingly. Note that depending on the resolution of the video stream, we calculate
whether the incoming video stream can be supported on the each logical disk associ-
ated with each CVSS. All logical disks are assumed to be identical with the same disk
characteristics.

5. Conclusion and Future Work.

We have presented a new video data placement strategy for scalable video. In our test-
bed, the data placement strategy was applied specifically three layer, scalable MPEG2
video. The new strategy is a more flexible strategy than those proposed previously, and
can accommodate a wide spectrum of video access characteristics in video servers. We



during any given cycle. Based on this, it can easily be shown that the worst-case inter-
activity delay for a video stored with segmentation level S is Nd/S cycles for any of the
equivalent interactivity functions. Suppose that a video j is stored with segmentation
level S=2 on an Nd=8 disk array (figure 5). Consider a video stream that has reserved
resources on component video stream sets (0, 4), with all other video stream sets
exhausted by other video streams. Assume a request for a gof stored on disks (0,4) is
made during cycle r, and the desired start gof is stored on the disk(s) which have just
been accessed during cycle r. The delay before the desired gof can be accessed from
the appropriate disk(s) is Nd/S=4. In summary, a video stored with segmentation level
S requires S component video streams. If resources are reserved on S component video
stream sets, a maximum of Nd/S cycles are required before a given set of S component
video stream sets has accessed all disks. Using a similar analysis, we can also show
that the scan granularity for this scheme is Nd/S.

 This scheme has advantages in flexibility in that videos with high interactivity delay
tolerance can be stored with a smaller segmentation level, and videos requiring low
interactivity delay are stored with higher segmentation levels. Multiple levels of seg-
mentation can be supported on the same array of disks in a video server to provide a
range of interactivity QoS.

4.4 Multiple Segmentation Based on scalable MPEG2 Video

We use the proposed multiple segmentation scheme to segment each gof of each layer
of scalable video into S segments. The specific value of S to use is a design parameter
that can be chosen by the system designer for each video in the video server, depend-
ing on its access requirements. We now consider how to divide each gof of each reso-
lution (layer) of video into S segments. Each gof of each layer consists of a sequence
of I, B, P frames of MPEG2 video. There are two basic ways to segment the gof of a

Figure 6: Performance of utilization and mean access delay vs retrieval block size
 and segmentation level
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Balanced placement is a special case of multiple segmentation with S =8, while peri-
odical placement is a special case with S=1. We can show that increasing the segmen-
tation S reduces the maximum interactivity delay at the price of utilization efficiency.

 For a segmentation level S, a video stream accesses S disks during each cycle.
Extending the structure of video stream sets, we develop the structure ofcomponent
video stream sets. For a parallel array of Nd disks, we define Nd component video
stream sets. For a video j that is stored with segmentation level S, we say that S com-
ponent video streams are required for a single video stream of video j. Therefore,
resources are reserved on S component video stream sets for the retrieval of a single
video stream for video j. Figure 4 shows which component video stream sets are used
for the retrieval of a given video stream at cycle r stored with segmentation level S.

 All component video streams in a video stream set retrieve data from the same disk

S=8 gof 1 gof 1 gof 1 gof 1 gof 1 gof 1 gof 1 gof 1

Table 2: Multiple Segmentation Nd=8 disks

Disk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0      1      2     3     4      5     6     7     Disk

cy
cl

e

.

S= 1

Component Video Stream Sets.

  S = 2

  S = 4

  S = 8

Component
Video Stream
Set 0

request for gof
stored on disks (0, 4)
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gof retrieved in
cycle r + 4.

Component
Video Stream
Set 4

Figure 4:Component video streams sets for the retrieval of video stream at cycle r

       Figure 5: Example to demonstrate maximum interactivity delay.
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4.3 Multiple Segmentation

In this section, we present a new flexible strategy for the placement of video data on a
parallel array of disks. This scheme allows videos to take on a range of maximum
interactive delay and scan granularity values. It is shown that decreasing interactivity
delay can be achieved at the cost of decreasing utilization efficiency. Therefore, there
is a design range for the placement of video data. In this section we also show how
scalable video has advantages for video servers based on this placement strategy. We
also develop an admission control framework based on this data placement strategy.
The new scheme presented here uses different degrees of segmentation of gof blocks
for the placement of gof blocks across a parallel array of disks.

Multiple segmentation (MS) scheme:

1. For a parallel array of Nd disks, we define (log2 Nd) + 1 segmentation levels: S =

{Si = 2i, i=0,1,...log2 Nd}

2. For a given segmentation level S, divide each gof into S equal segments.

3. For a given segmentation level S, specify (Nd / S) sets of disks.

4. For each video sequence, the consecutive retrieval blocks (gof) which were each
divided into S equal segments are stored on consecutive sets of disks as in table 2.

Table 2: Multiple Segmentation Nd=8 disks

Disk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

S=1 gof 1 gof 2 gof 3 gof 4 gof 5 gof 6 gof 7 gof 8

S=2 gof 1 gof 2 gof 3 gof 4 gof 1 gof 2 gof 3 gof 4

S=4 gof 1 gof 2 gof 1 gof 2 gof 1 gof 2 gof 1 gof 2

Video stream
  set 0

                    0
                    1

                    7

                    .
                    .

                    8
                    9
                    .
                    .

  Video stream
  set 7

0     1                                         7     Disk
   Cycle

Figure 3: Video stream sets for periodical placement strategy.



ing the first phase will add to the total retrieval cycle the maximum rotational latency,
the data reading time and the minimum seek time. Secondly, since the retrieval cycle
consists of two phases of head movement, we add two maximum seek delays to the
total cycle time. Based on this analysis, we show the trade-off between utilization of
the disk array and interactivity delay in figure 6. This will be explained further in sec-
tion 4.3. The analysis shows that increasing the retrieval block size (gof) increases the
utilization of the disks, but also results in an increase in the maximum interactivity
delay. The analysis above is also used to evaluate the periodic placement strategy and
the multiple segmentation strategy.

4.2 Periodic placement [4].

This scheme represents the opposite side of the interactivity QoS. This scheme maxi-
mizes disk utilization, and the maximum access delay will be shown to be Nd cycles.
For each video, consecutive gof are placed on consecutive disks in a round robin fash-
ion. For every cycle, one gof is retrieved for every video stream connected to the video
server. Each gof is retrieved from a single disk (compared to multiple disks in the bal-
anced placement scheme). If a single disk can support n gof retrievals in one cycle,
then Nd disks support (Nd.n) video streams concurrently.

 The observation is made that for a video stream starting retrieval of video data at cycle
r, the video stream accesses a different single disk during each cycle. However, the
video stream accesses the same single disk during each cycle as all video streams with
start cycles in the following set: {ri, i=1,2,...Ns | (ri mod Nd = r mod Nd)}, where ri
denotes the start cycle of video stream i and we assume the first gof of all videos are
stored on the same disk. This observation shows that for all video streams connected to
the video server, we can group the video streams into Nd video stream sets.

 All video streams in a video stream set retrieve data from the same disk during any
given cycle (figure 3). Based on this, it can be shown that the worst-case interactivity
delay for a video stream is Nd cycles for any of the equivalent interactivity functions.
To prove this, we first note that each of the interactive functions are equivalent in that a
specific required gof must be retrieved from the array of disks. The number of video
streams being serviced on the disk that contains the required gof is the number of
video streams in the video stream set that is accessing the disk during a particular
cycle. The required gof cannot be accessed until a video stream set that can accommo-
date a new video stream is accessing the appropriate disk. Since the total number of
sets are Nd, the maximum access delay before retrieval is Nd. We can also show that
the scan granularity for this scheme is Nd. It has been shown that for regular playback,
a video stream j accesses consecutive disks to retrieve consecutive gof. If video stream
j requires a forward scan while only utilizing the resources reserved in its video stream
set, we can show that the scan granularity is g=Nd+1 i.e. consecutive gof retrieved for

a scan starting at gof s are: , , ,... In other words, the finest
forward scan this scheme can support is (Nd+1).

s s g 1×+( ) s g 2×+( )



the following round robin cycle. In this scheme, each group of frames (gof) of each
resolution of video is divided into Nd equal segments and placed over all Nd disks. In
[3] a similar data placement strategy is presented, in which the full resolution gof is
segmented to Nd segments. For the balanced placement strategy, the excessive number
of disk seeks leads to under utilization of the disks. For an approximate analysis, we
first consider all video streams in the scheduler round robin to be of one resolution. For
our analysis, each disk is assumed to use the SCAN disk scheduling algorithm during

each round robin cycle. It is shown that utilization  (Smax is the maxi-

mum number of video streams of a given resolution that the parallel array of disks can
support, Rp is the video playback rate and Rd is maximum disk transfer rate). As
shown in our prior work [5], Smax can be derived from the following equation, where
Tcycle is the round robin cycle time, Tsx is maximum seek time, Tsm is minimum seek
time and Trx is maximum rotation latency.

.

 In the SCAN scheduling algorithm, the scanning cycle consists of two phases. During
the first cycle, the head scans the disk from the inner most track to the outer most track.
While scanning the disk, data blocks belonging to different streams are read from the
disk. Upon reaching the outer most track, the head is returned to the initial position.
Several assumptions are made in the above analysis. Firstly, any stream accessed dur-
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.      Figure 2: Interactivity functions of video server.
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video streams of the same video in order to support different video resolutions will be
inefficient in terms of video storage requirements. Scalable video provides an effective
way to store multiple resolutions of videos with the same storage requirements of sin-
gle resolution videos.

3. Overview of System Operation

We consider a parallel array of independent disks each connected in parallel to a cen-
tral memory. When a request for an I/O operation from a single disk is placed, two
types of overhead are incurred: the time it takes for the head to move to the appropriate
cylinder (referred to as theseek time), and the time it takes for the first sector to appear
under it (referred to as therotation latency). Following this overhead, the transfer of
the video data begins. The transfer time is a function of the data requested. For every
cycle of the video server, one ‘retrieval block’ of video data has to be retrieved for
every video stream. For a larger retrieval block, a higher utilization efficiency can be
achieved, but a larger buffer size will be required. Each video stream is serviced in a
round robin fashion during each cycle. The retrieval block is a fixed number of frames
that is referred to as agroup of frames (gof).

4. Data Placement Strategy for Interactivity QoS

In this section, two extreme strategies for the placement of video data on a parallel
array of disks is compared. These strategies are presented to provide a framework to
evaluate various placement strategies. For each scheme, advantages and disadvantages
are compared, and a new, flexible strategy for the placement of video data is presented.
The new scheme is shown to support a range of interactivity QoS for a parallel array of
disks.

 In advanced digital video systems of the future, we reconsider the commonly accepted
notions of interactivity. Our goal for interactivity in the video server is not to ‘simu-
late’ VCR functions exactly but to achieve effective search mechanisms while effi-
ciently utilizing the limited resources of a video server. We propose that the critical
functions of interactivity that are required for video servers are location of specific
scenes and multiple rate ‘scanning’ of video segments (fast/slow forward/reverse). For
our data placement strategy, the maximum interactivity delay values of all the interac-
tivity functions (start, request gof, resume) (figure 2) are equal and will be shown to
depend on a single parameter (segmentation level). The scan granularity (the minimum
gof interval between consecutive gof retrieved during a scan) is directly dependent on
this same parameter.

4.1 Balanced placement.

This scheme represents one end of the interactivity QoS. The interactivity delay
(defined in figure 2) of this scheme is one cycle, but the utilization of each disk is low.
For example, if a user pauses the playback of a video stream and after some time
requests that the video stream be resumed, the video stream would be able to resume in



based on the placement strategy that is presented.

2. MPEG2 Scalable Digital Video for Video Resolution QoS

In this section we overview the scalable MPEG2 digital video technology that we pro-
pose to use in our video server, and we show the advantage of supporting video resolu-
tion QoS based on scalable video at a video server. In section 4 we present further
advantages of using scalable video in video servers. In scalable MPEG2 video coding,
a subset of the full resolution bitstream can be used to obtain a subset of the full resolu-
tion video [6]. The MPEG2 standard allows a hybrid spatial and SNR scalability for
three layer coding of video sequences. In such a scheme, the base layer provides the
initial resolution of video, an additional spatial enhancement layer allows for the
upsampling and hence increase in frame size of the base layer, and a further SNR
enhancement layer provides for an increase in the visual quality of the base+spatial
enhancement layersof video. For our video server design, a possible allocation of bit
rates for each layer of scalable video can be chosen as in table 1. In this paper, we
focus on constant bit rate, variable quality MPEG2 video. Optimal allocation of bit
rates for constant bit rate and variable bit rate scalable MPEG2 is being researched as
part of the video server research, and will be covered in a separate paper.

  The values in table 1 and figure 1 above are from a sequence of 3,000 frames from
the movie Ben Hur.  The burstiness in the trace data comes from the encoding structure
of MPEG2 [7]. For simulation, trace data for MPEG2 scalable video was prepared for
15,000 frames, by using Columbia’s full-profile, standard-conforming MPEG2 soft-
ware encoder. The selection of the bit rates for each layer was based on the approxima-
tion that, for video of frame size 720x480 and 30 fps, a bit rate of 4.0 Mbps provides
VHS quality video. For video frame sizes of m x n, at f fps, we approximate the
required bit rate b Mbps for VHS quality in the following way:

. The bit rates in the table are incremental bit rates (not

accumulated rates).
 In advanced video server systems it will be necessary to support different video reso-
lutions and video stream data rates to accommodate clients with different network
bandwidth, display resolutions and processing power. Storing multiple independent

Table 1: Bitrate allocation for scalable MPEG2 video (All frame rates are 24fps)

Layer
Avg. Bit Rate

(Mbps)
Frame
Size

Visual
Quality

Avg.
PSNR (dB)

Base 0.32 304 x 112 VHS 35

Spatial
Enhancement

0.832 608 x 224 Super VHS 34

SNR
Enhancement

1.856 608 x 224 Super VHS 37

m n×
720 480×
------------------------ f

30
------ 4.0×× b=



based on this trade-off.  On one end of the spectrum, the utilization of the disks is max-
imized (hence increasing the number of concurrent connections) and on the other end,
the maximum interactivity delay is minimized. The flexibility of our strategy is that
different videos can operate at different points of this retrieval performance spectrum
to provide a range of interactivity QoS. We investigate the use of scalable video in a
video server. It is shown that using scalable video based on the proposed data place-
ment strategy improves the overall utilization and interactivity performance of a video
server. The data placement strategy is optimized for the MPEG2 video coding struc-
ture (conforming to both main profile and high profile of MPEG2) to reduce the qual-
ity degradation during congestion. An admission control strategy based on the
proposed data placement strategy is developed. It is shown that our data placement
strategy reduces the complexity of admission control to that of a single disk system.

 Section 2 describes the MPEG2 scalable video compression technology [7]. We show
the advantage of supporting video resolution QoS at a video server. Section 3 briefly
describes the system operation of the video storage unit. In section 4, a new strategy
for the placement of video data on a parallel array of disks is presented. The trade-off
relations based on this placement strategy show the advantage of supporting interactiv-
ity QoS in video servers. It is shown how scalable video can improve the overall utili-
zation and interactivity performance of a video server based on the proposed data
placement strategy, which provides further advantages of supporting resolution QoS in
video servers. Finally, we present the admission control strategy for the video server

Figure 1. Data trace of scalable MPEG2 digital video.
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 ABSTRACT

In this paper we focus on the video storage unit of a video server. We
present a new, flexible data placement strategy for independent parallel disk
arrays. The trade-off between utilization efficiency and interactive delay is
investigated for this data placement strategy. Based on this trade-off, we
show the advantage of video servers supporting a range ofinteractivity QoS.
For our data placement strategy, we show that using scalable video
improves the utilization and interactivity performance of a video server. We
use three-layer, scalable MPEG2 digital video to supportresolution QoSat a
video server. Finally, we show that the data placement strategy reduces the
complexity of admission control at the video server to that of a single disk
system.

1. Introduction

In designing Columbia’s Video On Demand testbed system [1,2] we are investigating
advanced image and video technologies as components of a VoD system. One critical
component is the design of an optimized real time video storage unit in the video
server. Previously, we presented a disk partitioning technique to reduce the access
delay for a single disk based single resolution video storage unit [5]. In this paper, we
present a flexible strategy for the placement of video data on a parallel array of disks.
For this placement strategy, we show that using scalable video improves the overall
utilization and interactivity performance of a video server. Work on scalable video data
placement in which utilization of the disk system is maximized is studied in [4]. How-
ever, the proposed scheme incurs large maximum start up and interactivity delays. In
[3], a multiresolution video data placement scheme is presented in which fewer disks
service low resolution requests and all disks in a parallel array service high resolution
requests. We show that the performance of the low resolution requests is the same as in
[4], whereas the performance of high resolution requests is not maximized. In real time
retrieval of multiple video streams, we show that there is a trade-off between maxi-
mum interactive delay and utilization of disks. For the placement strategy that we
present, different videos can have a range of interactivity and utilization performance
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